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Mirror Nuclei Binding energy difference
(N+/-1, Z-/+1) with N=Z

Sum                          3.393         3.298         6.866          6.977

What is ONS anomaly?

Binding energy difference 
between mirror nuclei is always
ΔΒ 𝑒𝑥𝑝. -ΔΒ 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 >0
from A=2~230



How to cure  ONS anomaly?

Binding energy difference 
between mirror nuclei is always
ΔΒ 𝑒𝑥𝑝. -ΔΒ 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦 >0
from A=2~230

Nucleon mass           Spontaneous Chiral symmetry breaking (SSB)

Partial restoration of SSBin nuclear medium

Charge symmetry breaking force 
derived from  QCD sum rule

Goal: Cure ONS anomaly of light and heavy  nuclei from QCD

Universal Energy density functionals (EDF)

Suggest the existence of 
Charge symmetry breaking force (CSB force)

Okamoto-Nolen-Schiffer anomaly (Okamoto 1964, Nolen-Schiffer 1969) 
is very old problem, but not yet solved in any ab initio theory based on 
QCD dynamics



Concept of Isospin proposed by W. Heisenberg, 1932 and E. P.  Wigner, 1937

Isospin conservation [H ,T ]= 0
[H ,T ]= [VC +VCSB +V CIB ,T ]≠ 0

Scattering Length
Charge independence breaking
VCIS=(Vnn+Vpp)/2 -Vnp

Isospin Symmetry Breaking Interactions (ISB)

Hadrons: Nucleon and Pion mass difference
mn-mp=1.29MeV.    𝜋±-𝜋"=4.6MeV

Quarks: explicit chiral symmetry breaking
𝑚# ≠ 𝑚$

Chiral Symmetry



QCD-based Charge Symmetry Interaction and Okamoto-Nolen-Schiffer anomaly

Target. [Okamoto-Nolen-Schiffer anomaly]
Coulomb energy differences between mirror nuclei and Isobaric analogue 
states from A=3~220 are always 3-9 % larger than theoretical 
calculations of Independent particle model.

This anomaly suggests
1) 10-20% smaller proton radii of valence particles than those of cores
2) The effect of Charge symmetry breaking interaction (CSB)

Standard models on CSB interactions
1) Meson exchange model sigma-rho and pi-eta meson exchange potentials.
2) Phenomenological  CSB EDF to reproduce ground state energy 

differences of mirror nuclei.

Proton=(uud)                   muc2~2.3MeV
Neutron=(udd)                mdc2~4.8MeV

Explicit Chiral symmetry breaking
QCD dynamics of strong interaction
(Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking)

QCD ‒based
approach

HS, T. Naito, X. Roca-Maza and T. Hatsuda, PRC109, L011302 (2024)



QCD Lagrangian
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Asymptotic Freedom, 
Chiral symmetry

LQCD 
ó
ab initio no core shell model

Quark Effective theories 
(Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model) 

ó
BCS/HF in nuclear physics

QCD sum rule 
ó
Energy weighted sum rule for Giant 
resonances (RPA)
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking

Based on a slide of T. Hatsuda

Ioffeʼs formula



Two-point function with nucleon current

Operator product expansion (OPE) method

Phenomenological hadron propagator  

Derivatives after Borel transformation 



The in-medium chiral condensate has a general 
form in the leading order of Fermi motion 
corrections;

T. Nishi et al., Nature Physics, March 23, 2023
Pionic atom experiments

Goda and Jido

Partial restoration of Chiral condensation of  quark pairs  /𝑞q

pion

QCD-based CSB interaction HS, T. Naito, X. Roca-Maza and T. Hatsuda, PRC109, L011302 (2024)
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QCD-based CSB interaction

1. QCD sum rule approach to evaluate mass difference of proton and neutron in 
nuclear medium

2. Partial restoration of Spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) in nuclear medium

The mass difference between  neutron and proton is formulated in nuclear matter by 
the QCD sum rule approach in leading order of the quark mass difference and QED 
effect

IN VACUUM,

pn

Nuclear medium

-



The Skyrme-type CSB and CIB interactions
The mass difference between (Z+/-1,N) 
and (Z, N+/-1) with N=Z

The chiral symmetry breaking effect on 
ONS anomaly is formulated as 

=3𝑠"(𝜌% + 𝜌&)(𝜌%- 𝜌&)/8+----



New LQCD value (Nf=2+1)
𝜎'(=43.7±3.6𝑀𝑒𝑉

A. Agadjanov et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 131, 261902 
– Published 27 December 2023



IAS of 208Pb

Masses of mirror nuclei

𝜌!" = 𝜌# − 𝜌$

Mass of 48Ca and 48Ni (CC)

Mass of 10Be and 10C (GFMC)





Summary

QCD sum rule approach is adopted to obtain EDF CSB 
parameters without introducing any free parameters; 
all QCD parameters are determined by experimental observables.

QCD-based CSB interactions are applied to solve ONS anomaly of
A=16+/-1 and 40+/-1 mirror nuclei and cured all experimental 
observed values within the theoretical uncertainties. 

CSB and CIB effects of Isobaric Analogue states
CSB in Exotic nuclei near proton drip lines 

CIB interaction in nuclear medium
QCD based Λ − 𝑁 CSB interaction for hypernuclei

Neutron skins of N>Z and also N<Z nuclei are very sensitive to 
CSB interactions.

Future perspectives
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Isospin Breaking interactions

Charge symmetry breaking (CSB) interaction
𝑉%% ≠ 𝑉&&

Charge Independence breaking (CIB) interaction
𝑉%& ≠ (𝑉%% + 𝑉&&)/2

Hadrons: Nucleon and Pion mass difference
mn-mp=1.29MeV.    𝜋±-𝜋"=4.6MeV

Quarks: explicit chiral symmetry breaking
𝑚# ≠ 𝑚$

Skyrme type ISB interactions

Energy density functionals

Okamoto-Nolen-Schiffer (ONS) anomaly
Energy of  IAS 
mass differences in isobar and isotriplet nuclei

Coulomb interaction

CIB

Observables



Two-point function with nucleon current

Operator product expansion (OPE) methed

Phenomenological hadron propagator  

Derivatives after Borel transformation 


